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ABSTRACT 

Many research institutes produce a huge amount of data. It was said by someone that “We are drowning in data, 

but starving of information”. This is particularly true for scientific data. The needs and the advantages of being able 

to search data from different experiments are increasing in order to look for differences and similarities among 

them and thus doing Meta studies. A Meta-study is the method that takes data from different independent studies 

and integrate them using statistical analysis.  If data is well described and data access is flexible then it is possible 

to establish unexpected relationships among data. It also helps in the re-using of data from studies that have 

already been conducted which saves time, money and resources. 

In this thesis, we explore at the ways to store data from experiments and to make finding cross-experiments more 

efficient. The main aim of this thesis work is to propose a database solution for storing time series data generated 

by different simulators and to investigate the feasibility of using it with ICAT. ICAT is a metadata system used for 

searching and browsing of scientific data. This thesis has been completed in two steps. The first step is aimed at 

proposing an efficient database solution for storing time series data. The second step is aimed at investigating the 

feasibility of using ICAT and proposed database solution together.  We found out that it is feasible to use ICAT as a 

metadata system for scientific studies. Since it is free and open source, it can be linked to any system and 

customized according to the needs. 
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

 

API Application Programming Interface, a set of rules and specification that software programs can follow to 

communicate with each other 

CSMD Core Scientific Metadata Model, A study oriented metadata standard for scientific research.  

DCMI Dublin Core Metadata Initiative, an open organization that develops interoperable metadata standards 

supporting broad range of purposes and business models. 

JAXB Java Architecture for XML Binding, an API that allows java developers to map java classes to XML 

representations. 

JAX-WS Java API for XML Web Services, an API for creating web services.  

JSP Java Server Pages, a java technology for generating dynamic web pages. 

METS Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard, a metadata standard for representing structural, 

descriptive and administrative metadata. 

SOAP Simple Object Access Protocol, a protocol for exchanging the structured information in the 

implementation of the web services 

STFC Science and Technology Facilities Council, a UK govt. body that carry out research in science and 

engineering 

TEI Text Encoding Initiative, a consortium that develops metadata standards for digital text. 

XML Extensible Mark-up Language, a language used to write data in user defined tags. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

Many research institutes produce huge amounts of data. The needs and the advantages of being able to search 

data from different experiments are increasing. It helps in the re-usage of data from studies that have already 

been conducted which saves time, money and resources and hence doing Meta studies. A meta-study is a method 

that takes the metadata from different independent studies and integrates them using statistical analysis. This 

gives a larger sample population and increases the possibility of generating more meaningful and usable data. 

Meta study is an excellent way of reducing complexity and breadth of research allowing researchers to collect data 

from further afield that would be possible for one research group. 

VTI (Statens väg- och transportforskningsinstitut), Swedish National Road and Transport Research Institute, is an 

independent and internationally prominent research institute within the road and transport sectors. VTI is the 

largest transport research environment in Sweden and carries out research and development on all modes of 

transportations. VTI carries out research in different areas that include infrastructure maintenance, vehicle 

technology, sustainable transport, society and transport, traffic safety, traffic analysis, transport economics, road 

and rail engineering, people in transport system etc.[22]. In this thesis, the VTI wanted to look at ways to store 

data from experiments and to make searching across-experiments more efficient. 

VTI has light-vehicle and heavy-vehicle driving simulators that are used to conduct different experiments in order 

to measure and test different things including human behavior, effects of tiredness on driving, reaction of human 

body etc on different types of vehicles. Currently, VTI does not have any database system where they can store 

data generated from different experiments. Each scientist who is conducting an experiment usually stores data 

locally on his/her computer although the backup of the data is made centrally. This makes it difficult to search data 

from different experiments and also makes it difficult to re-use data for different studies and therefore it is not 

possible to do Meta studies. Also, there are no means to link experimental data with publications. 

In order to do meta-studies on different experiments, a previous study at VTI suggested using ICAT, a meta-data 

system to search and browse data from different experiments. ICAT is a system that provides an interface to 

experimental data. It also provides a mechanism that links different aspects of research from proposal to 

publication. ICAT provides a way to search and browse data in a meaningful way which helps in doing meta-studies 

and makes it possible to reuse data from different studies. There are two major reasons why VTI has chosen ICAT: 

firstly, it is based on Core Scientific Meta-data Model (CSMD) which is a study-data oriented model which captures 

high level information about scientific studies and secondly, it is an open source system which makes it possible to 

customize it according to the needs of VTI. 

1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the feasibility of using ICAT and different data storage systems together 

for storing the experimental data that is generated at VTI. Part of this is to create a data storage system for storing 

experimental data generated by different simulators at VTI. Later, the data storage system will provide metadata 

to ICAT which will allow different scientists at VTI to browse different experiments. The database should be 

implemented in such a way that it easy to search similar data values among different experiments. The database 

connected with ICAT will not only allow browsing different experiments but will also link experimental data with 

the publications. 
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1.2 OVERVIEW 

This thesis project will be completed in different steps. A Literature study will provide the base for creating the 

data storage system. It will start by gathering requirements that the system must meet in order to work. It is then 

followed by an analysis of the data. This Analysis will help in understanding different kinds of data and the 

relationships between them. Based on the analysis, a database design will be proposed. The storage system will be 

built in two phases. The first phase will be to create a database application for storing the data generated from 

different experiments in such a way that it becomes possible to search data on the basis of different 

measurements. In the second step the system will be integrated with ICAT so that the application becomes a part 

of the ICAT system. 
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE STUDY 

This chapter consists of a summary of the related literature. The chapter starts with a description of scientific data 

in section 2.1. The scientific data produced by the simulators is time-series data, thus subsection 2.1.1 describes 

time series data. It also describes different types of time series data. Metadata is data about data and plays a very 

important role in making scientific data more understandable to users, thus helping in reusing the existing data for 

the new studies. The section 2.1.2 is dedicated to metadata. It also describes different categories of metadata. 

In this thesis work, ICAT is the system that facilitates the browsing and cataloging of data with the help of 

metadata.  Section 2.2 starts with introduction of ICAT.  It is followed by a description of the ICAT architecture in 

section 2.2.1 . 

Section 2.3 starts with the definition of database and also describes different types of database architectures that 

can be used to implement time-series data. We will also discuss how the different architectures stores time-series 

data along with their advantages and disadvantages of these methods.  

 

2.1 SCIENTIFIC DATA 

“Scientific data is quantitative information which is used to communicate the results of science” [17]. Thus 

scientific data are data that are produced when scientists or researchers perform experiments based on a scientific 

method. Scientific data can be obtained through observations, simulators, model and experiments. It is important 

to notice that there is a difference between scientific data and scientific information. Scientific data are only the 

results of an experiment whereas scientific information is the combination of scientific data along with a 

description of what was done and why and how it was done [17].  Scientific data is analyzed to produce the results 

of the experiment or observation for the study. One example of scientific data is a yearly temperature data of 

some particular place gathered at some observation center. Another example is a car simulator that is capturing 

various measurements regarding the driver and the vehicle. Since the advancement of the technology, the size of 

the data is increasing with a rapid pace which gives rise to the need of developing tools that will aid in analyzing 

the data to produce the results faster and more accurately. Scientific data mostly consist of different data captured 

by some instrument over some period of time making it a time series data. 

2.1.1 TIME SERIES DATA 

Time series can be defined as a sequence of observations that are recorded at intervals of time [1]. The values 

recorded are in the order of time and are stored with the time they were recorded. Normally time series contain a 

large amount of data and the values are closely associated with a specific time pattern [4]. There are two different 

types of time series:  Regular and Irregular [18],[19]. 

 In regular time series, the data is stored at regularly spaced time points [19]. In regular time series, the 

time pattern is regular and the difference between each time point is constant. An example of regular 

time-series data could be hourly recorded temperature at weather station. In this case temperature is 

being recorded every hour, hence following a regular pattern of time. 

 In irregular time series, data is stored according to an arbitrary sequence of time points [19]. The time 

pattern is irregular and the difference between two consecutive time points is not always the same. 

Irregular time series are difficult to implement as it is difficult to predict the pattern. An example of 
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irregular time series data could be the measurement of earthquakes at a seismic station. A Seismometer 

is a device which is used to measure seismic wave generated by earthquakes. Whenever a wave is 

detected, the Seismometer will record that wave. The wave can be generated at any time which makes it 

as an irregular time series. Another example of irregular time series data could be of stock exchange’s 

shares price data. A price of a share can change at any time without following any specific pattern, hence 

making it as irregular time series data.    

Almost all the data that is generated by VTI simulators is time series data. 

2.1.2 METADATA 

Metadata describes other data and can be described as “information that is required to make other data useful” 

[2]. It is structured information that explains other data and helps in managing and using the information. Meta-

Data play a very important role in storage and distribution of scientific data. It helps scientists to publish and share 

data and it also allow the results of experiments to be searched and browsed thus encouraging the re-use of the 

data among different scientific disciplines [16]. A Typical example of meta-data is the library catalog which helps in 

classifying, aggregating, identifying and locating a particular book. Another example of metadata could be the 

metadata of a digital image which describes the size, color depth, image resolution and other data. Meta-data is 

mainly associated with electronic data that has been archived and is used to define the structure, definition of data 

files. According to Prothman [2] meta-data provides an architecture that draws the sketch of data and show how 

actual data look like and how it is arranged. In the context of scientific data and this thesis, metadata is all the 

information, which a possible user needs to know in order to make full use of the data for scientific analysis. There 

are different categories of metadata. 

 DESCRIPTIVE METADATA describes a resource for the purpose of identification [3]. Attributes e.g. title, 

author etc. are included in descriptive metadata.  

 STRUCTURAL META-DATA describes how different objects are put together to make the information 

[3]. E.g. tables, columns and indexes. 

 ADMINISTRATIVE METADATA allows repositories to manage its collection. Attributes like owner, 

version, filename, location etc. fall in this category of metadata [3]. 

Metadata is very useful when we are dealing with scientific data. It makes scientific data more comprehensible and 

helps in doing the meta studies on the data. This metadata makes data more useful and will help to use existing 

data for new studies.  

There are different meta-data standards available that focus on some particular  type of information source and are 

designed for a specific information source [3]. Some of the most commonly used Metadata Standards in 

information technology are DUBLIN CORE, TEXT ENCODING INITIATIVE (TEI), METADATA ENCODING AND 

TRANSMISSION STANDARD (METS), Core Scientific Meta-Data Model (CSMD). These standards are described 

below. 

2.1.2.1 DUBLIN CORE 

Dublin Core is a metadata standard which provides a set of metadata elements through which most resources can 

be described and catalogued. The original of Dublin Core was to create a set of elements that can be used to 

describe web resources [3]. Dublin Core is managed by Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI). It includes two 

levels: Simple and Qualified. There are fifteen elements in Simple Dublin Core. They are: Title, Creator, Subject, 
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Description, Publisher, Contributor, Date, Type, Format, Identifier, Source, Language, Relation, Coverage and Rights 

[3].  Qualified Dublin Core includes three additional elements (Audience, Provenance and Rights Holder) along with 

a group of qualifiers that can be used to refine an element in ways that may be useful in resource discovery [25]. 

The elements of Dublin Core are optional and are repeatable and can be presented in any order [3]. Dublin Core 

has been used in many different areas such as Library, Computer science, Text encoding and Museums etc. 

2.1.2.2 TEXT ENCODING INITIATIVE 

Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) is a project to develop guidelines for marking electronic documents such as novels, 

plays and poetry, mainly to support research in the humanities [3].  TEI guidelines define a markup language for 

representing the structural feature of texts. They are expressed in an extensible XML schema which contains a set 

of tags and rules. TEI guidelines also specify a header portion that consists of metadata about the work which is 

embedded in the resource [3]. TEI header can be used to record bibliographic information for both electronic text 

and non electronic text. 

2.1.2.3 METADATA ENCODING AND TRANSMISSION STANDARD 

Digital libraries require more extensive and different metadata for successful management of digital objects as 

compared to traditional libraries. Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard (METS) is a metadata standard 

which is used for standardizing descriptive and administrative metadata regarding objects in digital libraries [3]. 

METS is represented in an XML schema that expresses the structure of digital libraries objects and also records the 

name and location of objects and associated administrative and descriptive metadata. A METS document contains 

seven sections: METS Header (Similar to TEI Header), Descriptive metadata, Administrative metadata, File Section, 

Structural Map, Structural Links and Behavior. 

2.1.2.3.1 CORE SCIENTIFIC META-DATA MODEL 

CSMD is organized around concept of Studies in which a study is the main body of scientific work on some 

particular subject of investigation. During a study, a number of investigations are performed in the form of 

experiments, observations or simulations which produce data which is then analyzed to produce results that are 

suitable for publications. Thus CSMD defines a hierarchical model for the structure of scientific research which 

revolves around studies and investigations and the information associated with them [8]. It also defines a generic 

model for organization of datasets into collection of files [8]. Datasets are associated with different parameters 

which describes measurable quantities associated with an investigation [8] e.g. temperature, steering wheel angle 

etc. This provides a detailed description of the study and helps in distinguishing one dataset from other. 

CSMD aims to capture the scientific activities at different level of the scientific research. The general structure of 

metadata is shown as a UML class diagram in Figure 1 and a general description of each class is as follows: The 

main unit of the model is Study.  It is in the context of a scientific research program [8]. A program is governed by 

some policies of company or government. In each study, there is an investigator that describes who is taking part 

in the study. In each study different scientific investigations are performed. Investigations have direct links to data 

holdings. There are different type of investigations including measurements, experiments and simulations. 

Measurements are used to record some state of some part of environment over some sequence of time e.g. 

Hourly temperature measured at some particular location. Simulations models the part of the world e.g. driving 

simulation that is producing data related to brake-pressure. 
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Policy Program

+name

+Purpose

+Abstract

+Start time

+End time

+Status

Study

+Name

+Investigation type

+investigator

+instruments

+Start time

+End time

Investigation

+Investigation type

Simulator Experiment Measurement

+Name

+Description

+Create time

+Investigation

DataSet
+Name

+Description

+Location

+create time

+Dataset

DataFile

* 1 1..* 1 1 1..*

1

1..*

1 1..*

 

Figure 1: Metadata Structure of CSMD [8] 

 

Each class described in Figure 1 stores meta information that is related to that particular class. The next section 

provides a description of some of the classes within the meta-model (which are important in the context of this 

thesis). These classes include study, investigations; dataset and datafile.  

STUDY 

The study class contains metadata regarding the particular study. It includes the study name, purpose and 

extended information such as abstract, funding and start and end time along with the status of the study. 

INVESTIGATION 

Each study has one or more investigations in form of experiment, measurements, simulations and observations. 

Investigation class contains metadata that includes investigation name, investigation type, investigator, 

instruments used and start and end time. 
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DATASET 

Each investigation produces one or more dataset. A Dataset is a named collection of data file that contains 

individual data unit organized in some way. Dataset class contains metadata that includes dataset name, 

investigation and description along with creation time of dataset. 

DATA FILE 

Within each dataset, there are one or more data files that contain the actual data produced by the investigation. 

This class contains metadata that includes the name and description of the data file name along with its creation 

time.  

 

   

2.2 ICAT  

ICAT is the metadata system that stores metadata for the scientific studies which helps in browsing the data in a 

meaningful way and makes data more understandable. ICAT provides a mechanism to link different aspects of the 

research from a research proposal to publications. This helps researcher to share the data with other researchers 

and link data to publications. This also helps the researcher to verify results of the analysis and gives the possibility 

to use results from other similar sources. Hence it allows researcher to do additional analysis without conducting 

another experiment by reusing data from other researchers. Therefore, it helps in reducing research cost and saves 

time and encourages reuse of data.   

The development of the ICAT was started by Science and Technology Facilities Council (STFC) for two of its facilities 

named as ISIS and DLS (Diamond Light Source). ISIS is a center for research in physical and life sciences and DLS is a 

synchrotron science facility. Both these facilities produce large amounts of data. Sometimes their research is 

performed in more than one laboratory and the resulting data need to be accessible to researchers over internet. 

They also want to find a way to link their data with publications and proposals and to share the data with other 

researchers in order to reuse data. This gave rise to the need of more efficient and sustainable data management 

and ICAT was developed to solve these problems. 

 

2.2.1 ICAT ARCHITECTURE 

ICAT has been designed in a modular architecture with a service oriented approach [7]. ICAT has been developed in 

JAVA and uses the Oracle database at its backend to store the data. ICAT exposes its services as web services which 

make ICAT language independent. Presentation layers are kept separate from function layers which make ICAT 

easy to maintain and customize. It is also possible to represent metadata as XML in ICAT. There are different 

services that can be connected to ICAT.  The overall architecture of the ICAT is shown in Figure 2. 
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ICAT API

Software Repository E-Science Services Publication systems Proposal Systems

Data Storage/

Delievery System

Single Sign on

User Database 

System

ICAT DBMS

Web Services API

Data Portal

 

Figure 2: The Architecture of ICAT [7] 

 

 

2.2.1.1 ICAT API 

The main component of the ICAT system is the ICAT API which is a software interface that enables other 

applications to use the capabilities of ICAT. In the context of ICAT, interfaces are processes or subsystems that read 

and write data into the ICAT. The ICAT API is a web services API that has been built using Java2 Enterprise Edition. 

It allows systems to interact with the ICAT schema. It also hides user from internal representation of the system 

[23]. There are three modules of ICAT API which are the core module, the web service module and the session 

module. They are presented in Figure 3 and explained below. 

 The core module interacts with the ICAT schema and handles all requests to read and write to the ICAT 

database. It hides low level details from the interfaces that want to interact with the ICAT database [23].  

 The web service module interacts with all the interfaces that want communicate with the ICAT database. 

An interface written in any programming language that supports SOAP web service can interact with the 

web service module of the ICAT API in order to send and receive data to the ICAT Database. This helps 

ICAT in hiding low level details from the interfaces that want to interact with the ICAT schema by 

providing a simplified interface to them [23]. 

 The session module provides implementation of the User interface found within the core module [23]. 

The session module logs users on with their federal username and password and once the user is logged 

on, the web service module call a method to look up the user’s ID from corresponding session ID. This 

user ID is then used to authorize the user within core module when it is interacting with the ICAT [23].   
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All applications/interfaces that want to interact with the ICAT system have to interact with the ICAT API. These 

applications include data portal, data storage system, publication system etc. ICAT API offers a number of web 

services for easy interaction with the ICAT system to these applications. There are wide range of methods present 

in ICAT API for searching, adding, removing, modifying investigations, datasets and datafiles as well as for 

publications and investigators. 

2.2.1.2  ICAT DATAPORTAL 

The Data Portal is a customizable web interface that is used to interact with the ICAT. It provides tools to end users 

for accessing their data [7]. It provides search interfaces to explore investigations and download data. It is also 

possible to download data from different datasets of the investigation. The ICAT API provides a set of web services 

that data portal uses to interact with the ICAT schema to search and retrieve data. The Data portal also holds a 

range of information that is used for management and administration of the Data portal and its users. The Data 

portal can be accessed by users via a web browser over a secure HTTPS connection [23]. The Data portal consists of 

two parts. 

 A core module which provide all necessary functionality by interacting with the ICAT API. 

 A customizable web user interface which is built on top of the Core module. The ICAT API web services 

capabilities are exposed to the user via web portal where they can login using ID and password and search 

and retrieve data from ICAT schema [23]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WEB SERVICE MODULE 

CORE MODULE SESSION MODULE 

Figure 3: ICAT API 
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A Screenshot of Data portal is shown in Figure 4 below.  

 

Figure 4: ICAT Data portal [7] 

 

2.2.1.3 THE ICAT DBMS 

The ICAT DBMS is a storage system that stores all data related to the ICAT system. It includes the ICAT schema 

along with supporting database triggers and procedures which maintains the ICAT data model. The ICAT data 

portal accesses the data stored in ICAT DBMS via ICAT API to provide end user with the metadata. The design of 

the ICAT schema is based upon the Core Scientific Metadata Model (CSMD). As described in Section 2.1.2.3.1, 

CSMD was developed to support data collected within scientific workflow of an organization. It stores high level 

scientific information and data produced in scientific studies. The current version of CSMD used by ICAT is 2.  

2.2.1.4 DATA STORAGE/ DELIEVERY SYSTEMS 

These are the systems that stores actual data and provide metadata to the ICAT Schema regarding  experiments, 

simulation etc. They provide the ICAT system with metadata regarding investigations, datafiles, datasets and 

parameters etc. The data storage system has to interact with the ICAT API in order to provide metadata to the ICAT 

schema. 
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There are other system as well that can be used to enhance the functionality of ICAT. These systems are not part of 

ICAT system, but they  increase the usability of the ICAT system. These systems include single sign on and user 

database system. The user Database can provide authorization mechanism for the ICAT system which will restrict 

data to authorized users. 

Thus we can say that ICAT is a metadata system that stores the metadata for scientific studies and uses this 

metadata to link different aspects of scientific study from proposal to publication. Metadata can be sent to ICAT 

via different methods defined in the ICAT API.  ICAT also accept metadata in the form of XML which should 

conform to the ICAT’s XML schema. In order to interact with ICAT, Data Portal is used, which is a customizable web 

interface for exploring different experiments and investigations. 

 

2.3 DATABASE SOLUTIONS FOR TIME SERIES DATA 

ICAT is a system that stores and uses metadata to link different aspects of research. It does not store the actual 

data. As discussed in section 2.2.1.4 the data storage system stores data and provide metadata to the ICAT. 

Simulators in VTI produce a huge amount of data which makes it necessary to use an additional database engine 

which will store all the data. This database can also be used to provide metadata to the ICAT. A Database is an 

ordered collection of data that is stored in a digital form for allowing fast and efficient storage and retrieval of that 

data [6]. It is very important to use a database because of the ever increasing size of data which make it difficult to 

search data efficiently. Database helps in reducing data redundancy and increases consistency of data. It also 

reduces the storage and retrieval cost of the data. Data generated by simulators is a time series data. There are 

different kinds of architectures that have different ways of implementing time series data. We need to find out 

which architecture will be the best in fulfilling the needs of VTI. These architectures are described in coming 

sections along with their advantages and disadvantages. It also describes the benefits and limitation that can come 

when we try to implement the database based on a particular architecture.  

 

2.3.1 RELATIONAL DATABASE 

The term relational database was defined by Edgar Codd in 1970 [5]. A relation is a set of well-defined tuples that 

share some common characteristics.  A relation is described as a table which contains data as rows and columns. 

Each column contains data of the same domain. It is necessary that each row in a table should be uniquely 

identified. The attribute that uniquely identifies the row is called Primary Key. If there is no primary key identified 

in the table then it is impossible to uniquely address the given row. It is possible to build primary key by combining 

several columns to make it as a key. If a primary key is made from more than one column, this kind of key is called 

as Composite Key. A Foreign key on the other hand is an attribute of another table that is referring to the primary 

key of the other table. The purpose of foreign key is to enforce referential integrity of the data. 

Relational databases provide data independence and provides sharp boundary between logical and physical 

aspects of database system [6]. It also keeps the design of database simpler and it is easy to implement a relational 

database [6]. However relational database does not support complex data types such as multimedia and geospatial 

data [6]. If there are large number of tables and relationships among them, then the performance of database is 

reduced. 
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It is possible to implement time series using a relational database [4]. A Relational database can be a good solution 

to implement time series when time series are so complex that it becomes difficult to predict time pattern. For 

example, it will be a good option to use relational database when we are dealing with irregular time-series data 

which varies a lot. If relational database is used for storing time series data, then time series entries are stored in 

tables and user specified indexes. There are two ways to store time series entries [4]. The first way is to store time 

series in relations. Using this approach, a relation is created for each time series attribute. The attributes for new 

relation are primary key of time series attribute, a time stamp and value of the attribute [4]. An example of this 

approach is shown in Figure 5. However, there are few drawbacks with this approach. One drawback is the 

repetition of foreign key in each time series relation which results in waste of storage. The second drawback is 

that, there is one relation for each time series which can result in large number of relations in the resulting 

relational database. This approach can be used for both regular and irregular time series. However, these 

disadvantages can be ignored since the advancement of technology both in hardware and software and less 

complexity. However this approach is quite simple and does not introduce unnecessary complexity and hence 

easier to implement. 

Time Series Attributes

PK Name

Attribute 1

PK Time Stamp

PK,FK1 Name

 Value

Attribute 2

PK Time Stamp

PK,FK1 Name

 Value

Attribute 3

PK Time Stamp

PK,FK1 Name

 Value
 

Figure 5: First approach of time series implementation in relational database. 

The second way to store time series data using relational database is to store time series in separate files rather 

than mapping them into relations [4]. Using this approach, each time series attribute is converted into a pair of 

attributes [4]. These attributes are: file that store time series and time pattern associated with time series. 

Advantage of this approach is no wasted storage space. However, it is not possible to represent irregular time 

series using this approach since there is no time pattern in irregular time series. Figure 6 shows the example of this 

approach. 
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Time Series Attributes

PK Name

 File name

 Time Pattern

File 1

 Time Stamp

 Value

File 2

 Time Stamp

 Value

File 3

 Time Stamp

 Value

Time pattern

 After every 10 Micro seconds

 

Figure 6: Second Approach of time series implementation in Relational database. 

 

2.3.2 OBJECT ORIENTED DATABASE 

An Object oriented database is type of a database in which data are modeled in form of objects with the support of 

object oriented features like inheritance, abstraction and polymorphism etc [12]. There is no standard definition of 

object oriented database systems. We can say that a database is said to be an object-oriented database if it 

supports the features of object-oriented programming language [13]. These features include encapsulation, 

inheritance, complex objects, classes, overriding and inheritance [13]. Object oriented databases do not follow the 

relational approach for storing data. 

Object relational databases can manage complex information systems very well that relational database cannot do 

especially when there are lots of many-many relationships [14], [15]. It allows transparent persistence because 

manipulation of persistence objects is performed directly by an object oriented programming language. [14]. 

Performance of object relational database is high as compared to RDBMS, for complex data. It is less efficient, if 

data and relationship between data is simpler because of its complex structure. 

Object-oriented databases can be used to implement time series data. The problem with object oriented database 

is that it lacks extensibility and generality [19]. It is also very limited to the structure of the data which makes it 

difficult to combine time series data with other information [19]. 

One of the possible ways to implement time series in the object oriented database is to define different classes 

that perform different functionalities [4]. These classes are as follows: 

 A class Time Pattern is defined which contain attributes like start time, stop time, pattern, period etc. This 

class is used to generate time stamps for the time series attributes. 

 A class hierarchy of time series is defined in which various time series are specified as subclasses. Within 

each class, several operations are defined. These operations can be application specific or update/ 

retrieval operation on data. Examples of these operations can be sum, average, minimum or maximum 

value for a specified time interval or an operation to show value for a specified time point or to alter value 

at specified time point. 

 Every time series class has a variable of Time Pattern class type which is used to link a time series object 

with time pattern object.  
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 Every time series class also have an attribute value which is used to represent a data at particular time 

point determined by Time Pattern class. 

The UML diagram of implementation of time series using object relational database is shown in Figure 7. 

-granularity:  granularity_type

-pattern:  pattern_type

-period:  period_type

-start_time:  time_unit

-end_time:  time_unit

Calander

+Sum() : float

+Avg() : float

+Maximum() : float

+Minimum() : float

-Value : float

-calender:Calender

Time Series Attribute 1

1 1

+Sum() : float

+Avg() : float

+Maximum() : float

+Minimum() : float

-Value : float

-calender:Calender

Time Series Attribute 3

+Sum() : float

+Avg() : float

+Maximum() : float

+Minimum() : float

-Value : float

-calender:Calender

Time Series Attribute 2

1

1

1

1

 

Figure 7: Example of Object Oriented representation of time series data 

 

 

2.3.3 OBJECT RELATIONAL DATABASE 

Yet another type of database is the object relational database. An Object relational database is an extension of the 

relational model that incorporates object oriented characteristics [6], [9]. It defines an object layer which sits on 

top of a relational database. It allows developers to integrate the database with their own custom data types. It 

supports user-defined data types, complex datatypes, inheritance, encapsulation, polymorphism and object 

storage capabilities to relational systems [10]. An object relational database makes data logically independent 

from the application [9]. There are many database management systems that support object relational features. 

They include DB2, Oracle, PostgreSql, and Informix. 

Object relational databases extends the modeling power while still preserving relational foundation and protects 

data from programming errors and ensures high level of optimization [9]. However, it requires a good strategy for 

mapping the object model to relational model in order to ensure persistency of objects [10]. It makes complex 

data relationships which increases overall complexity of the system [11].  

An object relational database can be a good option for implementing a time series database. There are many tools 

available from different vendors that support time series data. These tools aid in implementing time series data. 

For example IBM’s Informix database provides a time series DataBlade module which provides support for time 
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series data as an object data type. With the DataBlade module, database management system is extended to 

understand time series data as a separate data type in database [19]. Time series are stored by using reusable 

calendars which are created by Calendar and CalendarPattern data types [19]. These data types are used to 

determine valid time pattern for the data. Calendar and CalendarPattern are stored as objects in the object 

relational database [19]. Figure 8 shows an example of time series representation using an object relational 

database. The database table in this example has two columns: a Measurement column which contains names of 

different measurements, and a Time Series column which contain time series. Every row in table contains different 

time series. In this example, every row has time series of subtype parameter, however each time series can have 

its own calendar. Every element in the row data subtype contains time stamp and value for the particular 

measurement.  

 

 

Measurement Time Series 

Velocity TimeSeries (parameter) 

Brake Pressure TimeSeries (parameter) 

Acceleration TimeSeries (parameter) 

 

 

 

Time Stamp Values 

Timestamp 1 Value 1 

Figure 8: Example of Object relational representation for Time Series Data 

 

 

. 

2.3.4 XML DATABASE 

The last database type that will be discussed here is XML databases. The functionality of a XML database is similar 

to the object database. In an XML database the data is stored in hierarchal way in form of XML documents where 

as in object databases; the data is stored in form of objects [15]. XML databases are very good in storing semi-

structured data. Semi-structured data does not have a fixed structure and are difficult to store in traditional 

databases [24]. There are two types of XML databases 

Database Table 

Collection of Time series 

for Velocity 

Column and 

values for 

element of the 

row subtype 

parameter 
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 XML enabled databases  

 Native XML databases 

XML enabled databases maps XML to traditional databases such as relational database. It accepts XML as input and 

gives output as XML [24]. The XML enabled database has its own data model which can be relational, object 

relational or hierarchal models. They just map instances of XML model to instances of model which is in use e.g. 

relational or object relational model etc [24]. Representation of time series data in XML enabled database depends 

on database architecture to which XML is mapped. 

Native XML databases use a fixed set of structures which can store any XML document. They use XML documents 

as a fundamental unit of storage [24].  Native XML database defines a logical model for XML document and it 

stores and retrieves documents according to that model. It is not necessary to have any particular underlying 

physical storage model and can be built on relational, object relational or object oriented database. 

There is not much work on how to use XML and XML databases for the representation of time series.  Time series 

can be represented as an attribute in XML. However, this will work fine as long as xml file stays relatively small and 

can fit in the memory and stays there comfortably. Also, most native XML databases can only return data as xml. 

This is one of the issues of the XML database. If some application requires data in other format than XML, then it 

must parse returned XML before it can use the data. This will make the performance of the application slower 

especially when returned the XML data is very large. Time series can also be stored as a separate file and linked 

with the XML file. However in case of irregular time series, it would be very difficult to link each element of time 

series with attributes in the XML files. 

. 
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CHAPTER 3 DATA DESCRIPTION 

This chapter gives an overview of the data that is produced by simulators at VTI. 

Research work at VTI is performed on commission basis in an interdisciplinary organization. Every year VTI carries 

out research commission for about 200 clients. The whole work of VTI is of certified ISO 9001:2000 standard. VTI is 

annually active in around 300 projects; most of them involve International Corporation. VTI carries out 

independent measurement and testing with advance technical equipment which include equipment for the road 

testing, tire test facility, driving simulators and a road simulator [22]. 

According to Robert E. Shannon (1975), a simulator is “the process of designing a model of a real system and 

conducting experiments with this model for the purpose either of understanding the behavior of the system or of 

evaluating various strategies (within the limits imposed by a criterion or set of criteria) for the operation of the 

system.” 

Driving simulators is an artificial representation of some driving objects e.g. car or truck etc. They have many 

purposes like research, training and entertainment etc. VTI has three state-of-art driving simulators, one smaller 

driver training simulator and one simulator for rail bound traffic which they use to perform different research 

studies on human–machine interaction, driver behavior and effect of tiredness and drugs on drivers, road and 

landscape design, tunnel design and reaction of the body etc. [21]. VTI facilities are open-research environments 

which use in-house developed open source code, thus allowing total freedom to design and experiments. VTI 

simulators have been used for planning of the northern and southern link roads to Stockholm in order to 

determine position of the road signs. 

 In VTI’s driving simulators, it is possible to create any traffic situation as many times it is needed in an efficient, 

risk free and cost effective way [20]. One scenario may involve driving through the countryside and suddenly being 

confronted by a large animal leaping out in front of the car [20]. Another scenario might be in a city environment, 

with dense traffic, where cars unexpectedly cross the roadway [20]. A certain scenario can also be recreated under 

different preconditions, for example, the differences between driving with and without time pressure [20]. 

During each simulation, the simulators generate different sets of data. Data from five different studies have been 

studied which were conducted in simulators at VTI. Each study produced different datasets that record different 

type of measurements. A general of description of what types of dataset a driving simulator can produce at VTI is 

given below.  

3.1.1 EYE TRACKING DATASET 

For a simulator run, eye movement of the driver may be tracked which is stored in a separate data set. They store 

information related to the eye movement of the drivers. Every eye tracking data set for a simulator run contains 

similar measurements for different drivers along with their time stamps.  

3.1.2 HEART SENSOR DATASET 

For a simulator run, heart beat data is also collected for each driver and stored in a separate data set. The 

structure of each data file is similar to the eye tracking data file. 
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3.1.3 SIMULATOR DATASET 

Whenever a scientist is performing a simulation in a simulator, they are interested in some particular 

measurements. These measurements are defined by the scientist in simulator before the simulation is carried out. 

During a simulator run, the data file generated is in a raw format which contains all the values of the measurement 

for that particular run from the start time to the end time. We can say that each data file corresponds to one 

simulation run performed by one driver. Each data set contains one data file per driver i.e. if there were 10 

different drivers, the dataset will consist of 10 data files. However it is not always the case as it is possible that one 

driver participated in two or more simulator runs. The structure of all data file within a data set will be similar as 

they contain same measurements but for different drivers. However a data file will be different from a data file of 

some other dataset as it might contain some different measurements. Figure 9 shows a data from one of the data 

files from the Ljuddesign simulation. 

 

Figure 9: Simulator Data. 

The Figure 9 shows data from a simulator study Ljuddesign. There are fifteen different observations recorded over 

one time stamp. All these values are recorded and stored with their time stamp. 

 

3.1.4 SLEEPINESS/ DROWSINESS 

The sleepiness/drowsiness of driver is also measured for a simulation run and stored in the data file. It is also 

stored in form of a questionnaire as well. During the course of a simulator run, a driver is asked about how sleepy 

he/she feels on the scale. There are two standard scales for measuring the sleepiness at VTI. KSS (Kerolinska 

Sleeping Scale) measure sleepiness on scale from 1-9. The second scale measures sleepiness on scale from 1-10. 

Both of these scales measure sleepiness in terms of increasing sleepiness with 1 being the least sleepy to 9 or 10 

being extremely sleepy. 
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CHAPTER 4 ANALYSIS 

This chapter is gives an analysis of the data that was described in previous chapter. The purpose for the analysis of 

the data is to identify the relations among the data. During the analysis, a thorough list of requirements will be 

identified which must be met in order to complete this thesis work. The chapter ends by suggesting a possible 

solution that will fulfill all the requirements which are necessary in order to complete this thesis work. 

  

4.1 ANALYSIS 

Data from two simulator studies named as ljuddesign & escexjobb have been studied briefly which were 

conducted in the simulators at VTI. Each study produced a data set for the simulator data, eye sensor data and the 

heart sensor data. The data and description of the data can be found in the appendix section. 

During a study, scientist may define different types of events or points during simulation at which they are 

interested to see some particular values in the data. Let us suppose that the event during simulation has been 

defined e.g. sudden brake by a car in front. Here you may want to see how much time the driver took to step on 

the brakes or to steer sharply, how sleepy the driver was or how often does the test driver look away from the 

road. E.g. the twelfth column in Figure 10 tells about the occurrence of the particular events at a particular time. 

Scientist may trigger any defined event at any particular time during the simulation. It is also possible that scientist 

trigger the event on driver parameters e.g. position or speed etc.  Scientist needs to query the data on the basis of 

that event.  Consider Figure 10 below. This figure shows fifteen different columns. The first column contains the 

time stamps at which different measurement are captured. The remaining columns are different measurements 

that were captured during the simulation run. 

 

Figure 10: Ljuddesign Simulator data file 

The column “eid” in above figure shows that there are two events occurring. For these two events, scientists need 

to measure different parameters such as “time to collide”, “time to head way” etc. This information is specified in 

the description file of the dataset (See appendix). In above figure there are three columns named as e1, e2, e3. 

These columns show different event parameters that scientist wants to capture. For example at time 487.96, an 

event “1004” started which is storing “event state status” at e1, “When the crossing car is visible from simulator” 

at e2 and “Which sound warning that was used” at e3. Similarly from time 485.00 to 487.94, an event “0” occurred 

for which three parameters are being recorded. So in this case six different kinds of measurements are being 

recorded for two events. It is also possible that same parameter is recorded for two events. For example time to 

collide can be used for two different events. In the current scenario, when there is no database for simulation 

data, scientists have to look at the description file to see what event parameters are being recorded for a 

particular data file which is a lengthy and time consuming process.      

During the analysis it was also noticed that some measurements/parameters are captured by every experiment 

during the simulation run. These measurements/parameters include speed and distance etc. These 
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measurements/parameters can be found in every data file of every experiment. Also, there are some 

measurements/parameters that are not captured in every experiment and are based on the type of experiment 

being conducted. The Figure 11 below shows the contents of a data file from the Execexjobb experiment which is 

showing the captured measurements. If we have close look at the Figure 10 and the Figure 11, we can see that 

some measurements are captured by the both experiments. Measurements such as S, R and Stw_ang were 

captured by the both experiments.  

 

Figure 11: Execexjobb Simulator data file. 

 If we try to make a list of all the measurements/parameters we will see that some measurements appears in every 

data file and some measurement appears randomly in data files based on the type of experiment or interest of the 

researcher. Scientist will look the data about particular measurement in particular experiment. In order to fulfill 

this requirement, there is a need for storing the data in such a way that it should be possible to get the data of 

particular measurement easily. In the current scenario, it is quite difficult to look for a particular measurement in 

the simulation datafiles. Scientist has to look description for every experiment to find out whether a particular 

measurement has been used in that experiment or not. This is very time consuming and inefficient way for finding 

the data. If the particular measurement has been named differently in the description then it becomes even more 

difficult to find an accurate result. 

During the analysis of data it was noticed that, for each experiment there is some description of experiments 

available in the form of a file that describes the name of data fields, its data type, unit and description about what 

a particular data field is used for. This description is available for all the data. It was also noticed that the same kind 

of data sometimes had different description. The reason behind this is that the simulation was conducted by 

different scientist and they described the data in the way they find it suitable. Thus it is possible that the same data 

field are defined and described in different ways, which make these two similar fields look different to one who 

looks at the data files. This makes it difficult to find in how many simulations a particular measurement has been 

used.  

If we compare the different studies, we can see that they are very different from each other and contain different 

data captured at different rate. Data files from two different experiments shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11 verifies 

that the both experiments have captured data at different rates. It is also possible that a single simulation run can 

have more than one rate of capturing data. For example in Figure 10, we can see that the data has been captured 

in two different rates. In that example, rate of capturing data was “1” until time “487.00”. After that, this rate has 

been changed.  Normally, the rate of capturing data changes when a particular event is triggered.  Since events are 

not triggered at a specific time point but on driver parameters therefore it is possible that two different 

simulations runs of a same experiment can have different time patterns. For example, consider Figure 12 which 

shows two datafiles from the ljuddesign experiment.  In both data files the event was triggered at different time. In 

the “data file 1”, the event 1004 was triggered at “482.54” and the rate of capturing also changed at that time. In 

the “data file 2”, the event 1004 was triggered at “487.96”. Hence, it is not possible to have a time pattern for time 

series. Thus we can say that the data generated by the simulator is an irregular time series data. 
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Figure 12: Varying Time series in same experiment 

 

It is also difficult to understand the data for anyone who did not conduct the simulation him or herself. They have 

to go through the documentation that describes the data. Thus it is important to make a good metadata 

description of the data which will make it easier to understand the data. It is also important to establish a common 

standard for labeling the data so that labeling of the data will be the same regardless of who carried out the 

experiment. 

4.2 REQUIREMENTS 

After a thorough analysis, it was determined that there is a need of making a data storage system for the data 

generated from different driving simulators. The storage system should fulfill following requirements. 

 Since there is not a standard way of labeling different data fields from the data files of different experiments, 

there is a need to enforce the researchers to use a standard naming convention for the data fields. Fulfilling 

this requirement will make the data fields unique and it will stop the data fields to exist with different names. 

This will also help in querying the same data fields among different investigations. 

 Events are also not defined in a standard way which makes it difficult to find out which events were similar in 

the different experiments. Events should be stored in such a way that it becomes possible to uniquely identify 

the events with respect to the investigation. In order to achieve this, there is a need of defining a list of 

events in the database which will contain all the events that may be used during simulations. When 

researchers will upload data of particular event to database, they have to select that particular event from 

the predefined list.    

 It is difficult to compare different values/ parameters related to events such as time to collide, time to line 

crossing etc. These parameters have to be stored in such a way that it becomes possible to uniquely identify 

them with respect to the investigation. In order to achieve this, there is a need of defining a list of event 

parameters in the database which will contain all the parameters related to events that may be used during 

simulations. When researchers will upload data of particular event to database, they have to select that 

particular parameter from the predefined list.    

 Produce sufficient metadata for the investigation, datasets, data files, data fields, events and events 

parameters etc. Currently, metadata is available only in form of the description files for the experiments 
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which are created without any standard being followed. The description files do not contain enough 

metadata that can make experiments more understandable and these files differ a lot from each other. Thus 

it becomes necessary to produce sufficient metadata for the experiments such as their name, title, abstract, 

start date, stop date, investigator, type of experiment and so on. 

 Insert the metadata about experiments into the ICAT system, so that it becomes possible to use the ICAT for 

browsing and searching different experiments.  

  

4.3 CONCLUSION 

It was noticed during the analysis that the time series data generated by the simulator is an irregular time series. 

The data captured for each experiment is captured at different rate although there is a possibility that data is 

captured at same rate but this is not always the same. This makes it very difficult to predict a time series pattern. 

Even if we are able to predict the time series pattern, that pattern will be valid for one experiment and we have to 

predict pattern again for the next experiment. Hence it is difficult to implement time series in object relational or 

object oriented database. It is possible to treat time series as an attribute and store it as ordinary data using the 

relational approach. It can be done by storing data fields along with their time stamps for all experiments in one 

table. There is no need to predict time series using this approach as data will be stored along with their actual time 

stamps that were produced during simulation. Although using this approach, there will lots of repetitions of the 

foreign keys of the data file and the investigations which is not a big issue because of today’s fast and efficient 

hardware. So I would say that relational database will be the best possible solution that can meet VTI’s needs. 
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CHAPTER 5 DESIGN 

 

5.1 DATABASE DESIGN FOR SIMULATOR DATA 

The first important task is to design a database which will store all the data that is related to VTI simulators. The 

database should be flexible enough to query the data on the basis of the measurements and the events as 

discussed earlier. Since ICAT is the meta data system that will act as a central system for browsing all the 

experiments done within VTI, there is a need to integrate the simulator database with ICAT in such a way that the 

simulator database will be used for storing the actual data and ICAT will be used for storing the metadata for all 

the experiments done at VTI. This gives rise to the need of having a data model of the simulator database similar to 

the ICAT data model so that we can have same metadata standard across all the experiments done at VTI.   

As discussed earlier there are some measurements/parameters which are captured by all the experiments done on 

the simulators and there are also some measurements that are captured for some of the experiments. In the 

current scenario, it is difficult and inefficient to find data based on the measurements/parameters. One possible 

solution is to break down each data file of simulation data into smaller files that falls into three main categories 

that are described in following sections. 

5.1.1 BASIC PARAMETERS 

As discussed in section 4.1 some measurements were captured by every experiment. This lead us to the decision 

that if we make one separate file of all the common parameters, it will not only make data upload efficient but it 

will also make it efficient to query the data. During the analysis, we made a list of the parameters that are common 

in all the experiments. These parameters are as follows: 

 Ove odometer. 

 Ove position. 

 Ove body velocity. 

 Ove road velocity. 

 Ove body acceleration. 

 Ove road acceleration. 

 Ove yaw velocity. 

 Throttle. 

 Brake pedal active. 

 Brake force. 

 Steering wheel angle. 

 Clutch. 

 Brake Pressure front 

wheels 

 Brake pressure Rear 

wheels 

 Beta reference 

 

 

Each basic parameter file will contain fifteen columns. The first column will contain the data about time stamps 

and rest of the fourteen columns will contain the data about all common parameters with each column 

representing one parameter. The structure of the basic parameter data file will be similar for all the experiments. 

For each simulation run, there will be one basic parameter data file which will contain the data for the parameters 

mentioned above. The number of basic parameters data files in an experiment will depend on total number of 

simulation runs. The contents of all basic parameter files will be stored in a separate table in the database.  
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5.1.2 SINGLE PARAMETERS 

For the parameters that were not used in every experiment, we decided to make a file for each parameter. This file 

will contain the data for a single parameter along with the time stamps at which the data was captured.  The total 

number of single parameter data files in a simulation run will be equal to the total number of parameters being 

captured. The total number of single parameter files in an experiment is equal to the total number of parameters 

times’ number of simulation runs. If there were 5 single parameters recorded in a simulation run and the total 

number of simulation runs was 40, then there would be 200 single parameter files in a single dataset. We will 

create a separate table for single parameters and contents of the single parameter file will be stored in that table. 

The sample single parameter file is shown in Figure 13 below. In this example, the brake pressure on the front-left 

wheel of the simulator was recorded. It shows zero for all the time stamps since no brake was applied.   

 

Figure 13: Single Parameter File 

5.1.3 EVENT PARAMETERS 

In some experiments, there are some parameters that only capture the data when some particular event is 

triggered (Section 4.1). Each event parameter can contain different type of data which depends on the type of 

event occurred. We decided to make one data file for each event parameter. The event parameter file is shown in 

Figure 14 below.  

 

Figure 14: Event Parameter File. 
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This file will contain data captured by one event parameter with their corresponding events. There will be one 

event parameter data file for a particular event measurement. Thus if there are three event measurements being 

captured in a simulation run, there will be three event parameter data files for that simulation run. The total 

number of event parameter data files in an experiment is equal to the total number of event measurements times’ 

the total number of simulation runs.  We will create a separate table for event parameter and contents of all event 

parameter files will be saved in this table. 

In this way we will be able to store the data for different parameters in such a way that we can easily query for a 

particular measurement and will get the data for that particular measurement efficiently whether it is a basic 

parameter or a single parameter or event parameter. In this way we will have a simple structure for storing the 

data which make it fast, efficient and very good for querying the data. 

 

5.2 DATA MODEL 

 The data model using this approach is shown in the Figure 15. We have use PostgreSql as a database for storing 

the simulator data because it is a free open source database which supports all features that a modern licensed 

database provides. 

The data model contains different tables that are storing the metadata as well as the actual data. Some of the 

tables such as measurement_ value, Event_value and Basic_values are storing the actual data that is produced by 

simulators where as some tables such as investigation, dataset, datafile etc are storing the metadata. We also have 

tables which are storing different type of information such as employees, investigation_type, measurement_type 

etc. Each of the tables is described thoroughly in section 5.2. Once the data is stored into the respective tables, it 

can be viewed any time by using the queries that has been made for viewing the data. 

Since, we are storing metadata in the simulator database as well, a question may arise that why we are storing the 

metadata in simulator database, since ICAT is intended to store the metadata. The basic idea is that we will store 

all the metadata about the experiments in the ICAT and the simulator database will only be used for storing the 

actual data. However, using this approach, we can only insert data into the ICAT at the time of metadata creation. 

Moreover, if there is some problem with the ICAT, for example if the server is down, we cannot upload actual data 

into the simulator database. Hence, ICAT and the database become tightly coupled together. Thus it was decided 

that the metadata will be stored in the simulator database as well. Scripts can be created to take the metadata of 

different experiments from the simulator database and then insert into the ICAT. This will make the metadata 

insertion into the ICAT more efficient. In order to achieve this, the data model of simulator database has to be 

similar to the ICAT data model.  
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Figure 15: Data Model for Simulator database. 
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5.2.1 TABLES DESCRIPTION 

Each table shown in Figure 15 is described as follows.  

5.2.1.1 DEPARTMENT 

This table stores information about different departments in VTI. The purpose of this table is to store the 

information about the departments which will help in querying different experiments based on the departments. 

5.2.1.2 EMPLOYEE 

This table stores information about the employees. This table will help in querying data on the basis of the 

employees and it will become possible to see which employee has worked on a particular experiment. 

5.2.1.3 INVESTIGATION 

This table is used to store the metadata about different investigation. It contains metadata such as name, abstract, 

description, date and location. This table is similar to the ICAT’s investigation table and it stores the same 

information as the ICAT’s investigation table. It can also be used to provide the metadata to ICAT’s investigation 

table. 

5.2.1.4 INVESTIGATION TYPE 

There are different types of investigation such as simulation, field study etc. This table is used to store the 

metadata about the different investigation types. This table is similar to the ICAT’s “investigation_type” table and 

can be used to provide the metadata about different investigation types to the ICAT. 

5.2.1.5 INSTRUMENT 

This table is used to store the metadata of different instruments that are used during an investigation. This table is 

also similar to the ICAT’s “Instrument” table and can be used to provide the metadata about instruments to the 

ICAT. 

5.2.1.6 DATASET 

This table is used to store the metadata about the datasets produced by different experiments. It contains the 

metadata such as its name, type, description, status etc. This table is also similar to the ICAT’s “dataset” table and 

can be used to provide the ICAT with the metadata about the datasets.  

5.2.1.7 DATASET TYPE 

There can be different types of datasets such as datasets for the simulation, eye sensor data etc. This table is used 

to store the metadata about different type of datasets. This table is similar to the ICAT’s “dataset_type” table and 

can be used to provide the metadata about different dataset types to the ICAT. 
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5.2.1.8 DATASET STATUS 

Dataset can have different status such as “complete” or “in process” etc. This table is used to store the metadata 

about different status of datasets. This table is similar to the ICAT’s “dataset_status” table and can be used to 

provide the metadata about different dataset status to the ICAT. 

5.2.1.9 DATA FILE 

This table is used to store the metadata about different data files within a dataset. It contains the metadata such 

as name, description, corresponding dataset, format etc. This table is also similar to the ICAT’s “datafile” table and 

can be used to provide the ICAT with the metadata about data files.  

5.2.1.10 DATA FILE FORMAT 

A datafile can have different formats such as text, raw etc. This table is used to store the metadata about different 

type of data file formats. This table is also similar to the ICAT’s “datafile_format” table and can be used to provide 

ICAT with the metadata about data file formats.  

5.2.1.11 MEASUREMENT 

This table is used to store the metadata about different type of measurements/parameters that are used during 

experiments. The measurements can be of different types such as event measurements (time to collide etc.), 

single parameters or basic parameters. This table contains the metadata such as name, data type, unit and 

measurement type.  This table is used to provide the metadata about different parameters to the ICAT. 

5.2.1.12 MEASUREMENT TYPE 

There can be different types of parameters/measurements such as event measurement, single parameters etc. 

This table is used to store the information about different measurement types so that it becomes possible to 

differentiate between different types of measurements.  

5.2.1.13 MEASUREMENT VALUE 

We discussed in section 5.1.2 about single parameters. This table stores the data generated by the simulator for all 

the single parameters along with their time stamps. All the data about all single parameters is stored in this table.  

The purpose of this table is to provide the data about any single parameter used in any experiment to the 

researchers. The reason for using this table for storing the single parameters is that, it will only contains data about 

the single parameters which will make it faster to query the data. 

5.2.1.14 EVENT PARAMETER 

As we now that there are different event parameters (e1, e2 etc.) that record different event measurements such 

as time to collide etc. We have used this table to store the information about different event parameters. The 

purpose of this table is to provide other tables with information about the event parameters. 
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5.2.1.15 EVENT ID 

This table stores information about different events that can be used during the simulation. It stores information 

such as ID and description and provide that information to other table which needs that information. 

5.2.1.16 EVENT VALUES 

This table stores the actual data that was generated for different event measurements when a particular event 

was triggered. We have used this table to store the data only related to the event because it will help us to make 

queries more efficient and fast. 

5.2.1.17 BASIC VALUES 

This table is used to store data from the basic parameter files. The reason having a separate table for the basic 

parameter files are that since the measurements in the basic parameter files are used in all experiments, we can 

save them in one separate table with one time stamp for all measurements. This will not only save the space, it will 

also help in querying the data efficiently.  

5.2.1.18 EYE SENSOR DATA 

This table will be used to store the eye sensor data into the database. Since the structure of eye sensor data file is 

similar across all experiments, we can save them easily in this table with one time stamp for all eye sensor 

measurements captured. 
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CHAPTER 6 IMPLEMENTATION 

 

This chapter explains how the database application for the simulator database has been implemented. It also 

explains the process of inserting the metadata for different experiments into the ICAT and how both the simulator 

database and the ICAT are working together. The implementation has been divided into two parts. The first part is 

to store the metadata for the simulation experiments and the second part is to store the actual data generated by 

the simulators. 

6.1 GENERAL ARCHITECTURE 

We have followed the “Waterfall model” for the development of the prototype. The Waterfall model is a linear 

and sequential software development lifecycle model which has distinct goals for each phase of the software 

development. We started by gathering the requirements which was then followed by the proposal of the design of 

the prototype. After the development of the design we did the implementation of the design. The overall 

architecture of the prototype is explained in the Figure 16 below. The User sends the metadata and the data files 

via web browser to the server. The Server stores the metadata into the simulator database and also sends the 

metadata to the ICAT. The ICAT receives the metadata from the server and stores it into its database. The Data 

files sent by the user via web browser to the server are stored into the simulator database. Hence, the simulator 

database is storing both the metadata and the data from the simulator datafiles whereas the ICAT is only storing 

the metadata. The storage of the metadata and the datafiles are explained briefly in the coming sections. 

Browser

User

MetadataMetadata, DatafilesMetadata, Datafiles

Metadata, Datafiles

Database

ICATServer

 

Figure 16: General Architecture 

 

6.2 STORAGE OF METADATA FOR SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS 

As discussed before, there are two ways to insert the metadata into the ICAT system. One way is to use ICAT’s web 

services API and make individual API calls such as createInvestigation (…) then createDataset (…) then 

createDatafile (…) etc. This is a slow and error prone process because there are lots of individual API calls being 

made. The second way to use one API method called as “ingestMetadata”. This API method accepts the metadata 

in form of XML format and then adds the metadata to the ICAT database. This way is faster as compared to the 

first method since there is one API call being made. Thus it is also less error prone. Using this approach, there is a 

need of creating XML files that contains the metadata that conform to the ICAT XML schema.  
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For storage of the simulator metadata we have used the second way to ingest the metadata that has been 

described above. When scientist starts working on an experiment, they have to create necessary metadata for the 

experiment before starting working on the experiments. The scientists will use HTML forms to create the metadata 

which will be sent to the server to process the metadata. Servlets have been created in server which will receive 

the metadata from the client and will pass the metadata to many different modules. Servlets will first insert the 

metadata into the simulator database. After successful data insertion into the simulator database, the same 

metadata is sent to the XML generator class which is responsible for generating an XML file that contains the 

metadata for an experiment. This generated XML file is based on the ICAT XML schema. After the XML file has 

been generated, this XML file will be passed to the XML ingest module which will insert the metadata into the 

ICAT. It should be noted that we are storing same metadata into two different places. Firstly, it is stored in the 

simulator database and secondly, it is stored in the ICAT database. The advantage of two copies is that if ICAT is 

unavailable, then the metadata will still be available in the simulator database. Another advantage is that, it makes 

the ICAT and the simulator database independent and in case of some problem in ICAT, the metadata still exist in 

the simulator database which can be later inserted into the ICAT. Figure 17 shows different modules that are doing 

different tasks and how they are communicating with each other. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17: Modules Communication 
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Metadata insertion has been implemented by different modules which can be summarized as follows: 

 Input Metadata 

 Metadata Mediator 

 Database Insertion 

 XML Generator 

 IngestXML 

These modules will be described below: 

6.2.1 INPUT METADATA 

This module provides a way to receive the metadata about investigations, dataset and data files from the 

users/researchers.  This module has been built using JSP, HTML and JavaScript and runs on client side. In this 

module, JSP and HTML forms are used to receive the input metadata from users which is then forwarded to the 

Metadata Mediator module at the server.  

6.2.2 METADATA MEDIATOR 

This module provides a way to transfer the metadata and XML files to different modules that requires them. This 

module has been implemented as a Java Servlet which acts as a mediator for all the modules. It receives the 

metadata from the client side and forwards the metadata to the Database insertion module. The Database 

insertion module inserts metadata into database and notifies Metadata Mediator about successful or unsuccessful 

insertion. If the insertion was successful, the same metadata is sent to the XML generator module. The 

XMLGenerator generate xml files and return these files to the Metadata Mediator which is then forwarded to the 

IngestXML module. The IngestXML insert metadata into the ICAT and notify the Metadata Mediator about 

successful or unsuccessful ingestion. Finally the mediator notifies the client about successful insertion of the 

metadata into the ICAT and the database. 

6.2.3 DATABASE INSERTION 

This module is responsible for insertion of the metadata into the simulator database. After receiving the metadata 

from the client, the Metadata Mediator modules send the metadata to the database insertion module which 

inserts the metadata into the simulator database. The modules later notify the Metadata Mediator about the 

successful or unsuccessful insertion of the metadata into the simulator database.  

6.2.4 XML GENERATOR 

This module is responsible for generating XML files that contains the metadata for the experiments. After 

successful insertion of the metadata into the simulator database, the Metadata Mediator sends the same 

metadata to the XML generator module which generates xml files that contains the metadata. The generated xml 

files (based on ICAT xml schema) are sent back to the Metadata Mediator. JAXB (Java Architecture for XML 

binding) has been used for generating the XML files. JAXB is a Java API that is used to create XML documents and 

makes it easier to access XML documents from those applications that have been written using the Java 

Technology.  
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6.2.5 INGESTXML 

This module is responsible for sending the generated XML files to the ICAT’s XMLIngest API for insertion of the 

metadata into the ICAT database. It receives the XML files from the Metadata Mediator module and then calls the 

ICAT’s login web service API for authentication and after authentication, it sends the XML file to the ICAT’s 

XMLIngest API. The ICAT XMLIngest API reads the XML file and inserts the metadata from XML files into the ICAT 

database. Later, it notifies the ingestXML module about the successful or unsuccessful ingestion of the metadata 

into the ICAT database. This module is modified version of the XMLIngest Client provided by ICAT for the metadata 

insertion. JAX-WS (Java Web Service) APIs have been used to implement this module.  

The data flow diagram for the metadata insertion is shown in Figure 18. It shows how metadata is transferred from 

researchers to the simulator database and the ICAT. 
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Figure 18: Data Flow Diagram 

Previous section showed that how different modules are working together to store the metadata into the 

simulator database and the ICAT database. We have divided the metadata insertion into three categories which 

are described in following sections. They are explained in the following subsections. 
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6.2.6 METADATA INSERTION FOR STUDY/ INVESTIGATION. 

Insertion of metadata starts with the creation of a study or investigation. When scientist starts working on some 

study or investigation, they can define the study and create the metadata for the study. This metadata will be 

stored into the ICAT database and the simulator database and other scientist will be able to look at the 

investigation metadata through ICAT DataPortal. The Screenshot of the metadata insertion for investigation is 

shown in Figure 19. It also shows what type of metadata is being inserted into the ICAT. 

 

 

Figure 19: Investigation Metadata 
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6.2.7 METADATA INSERTION FOR DATASETS. 

When a study or investigation has been created in the ICAT and the simulator database, the scientist can now add 

the metadata about different datasets that were produced during the investigation. This metadata will also be 

stored in ICAT and the simulator database and scientist will be able to see datasets in the ICAT DataPortal. It 

should be noted that, in order to insert metadata about datasets into the ICAT and the simulator database, study 

has to be defined, which was described in previous section. The Screenshot of the metadata insertion for the 

datasets is shown in Figure 20. It also shows that what type of metadata is being inserted into the ICAT. 

 

Figure 20: Dataset Metadata 
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6.2.8 METADATA INSERTION FOR DATAFILES. 

When metadata for the investigation and the datasets has been inserted into the ICAT and the simulator database, 

scientist can now insert the metadata about different datafiles that were produced during the investigation. This 

metadata will also be stored in the ICAT and the simulator database and scientist will be able to see the metadata 

about datafiles in the ICAT DataPortal. It should be noted that, in order to insert metadata about datafiles into the 

ICAT and the simulator database, dataset have to be created first, which was described in previous section. The 

Screenshot of the metadata insertion for the datafiles is shown in Figure 21. It also shows that what type of 

metadata is being inserted into ICAT. 

 

Figure 21: Datafile Metadata 
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6.3 STORAGE OF DATA INTO SIMULATOR DATABASE 

The insertion of the data into the simulator is different as compared to insertion of the metadata since ICAT is 

playing no role in dealing with the actual data. We have used JSP and HTML for receiving data files from the clients 

which are then passed to the Java Servlets on the server. A Servlet reads the data from the received file line by line 

and insert the data into the appropriate tables of the database based on type of the data. Before uploading the 

files, it is necessary that study must be created or defined for which the files are being uploaded. There are three 

types of data insertions for the actual simulator data.  

1. Data Insertion for Basic Parameters. 

2. Data Insertion for Single Parameters. 

3. Data Insertion for Event Parameters. 

 

6.3.1 DATA INSERTION FOR BASIC PARAMETERS.  

As discussed before, the basic parameter file contains the data for all the basic parameters for one simulation run. 

An html/JSP web page has been created that asks scientist to specify the file that scientist wish to upload into the 

database. At that time they also have to specify the dataset for which they are uploading the data file. If the 

dataset does not exist, then it has to be created. After specifying dataset and the path of the file, the file is sent to 

the Java Servlet on the server along with the name of the associated dataset. Upon receiving the file, the Servlet 

will read the contents of file line by line and will insert the data into the “basic_values” table of the simulator 

database described in section 5.1.1. When insertion of data into the database is finished, the user will be notified 

about that. In case of failure the user will be notified that the data has not been inserted successfully. 

6.3.2 DATA INSERTION FOR SINGLE PARAMETERS. 

The data insertion for a single parameter is similar to insertion of a basic parameter data. An html/JSP web page 

has been created that asks scientist to specify the file that scientist wish to upload into the database. At that time 

they also have to select the parameter from a list for which they wish to upload data. The file, name of parameter 

and name of dataset is sent to a Java Servlet on the server. Upon receiving the file, the Servlet will read the 

contents of file line by line and will insert data into “measurement_value” table of the database. Users will be 

notified about the successful insertion of the data into the database. If there is any failure in the data insertion, 

user will be notified about the failure along with the cause of the failure. 

6.3.3 DATA INSERTION FOR EVENT PARAMETERS.  

The data insertion for an event parameter is a bit different from the insertion of the single parameters. An 

html/JSP web page has been created that asks scientist to specify the file that scientist wish to upload into the 

database. At that time they also have to select the event parameter such as e1 or e2 from a list for which they wish 

to upload data. Scientist also have to specify all the events ids (0, 1000, 1001 etc) and their corresponding event 

measurements such as time to collide etc. All of this information is sent to a Java Servlet on server. Upon receiving 

the file, the Servlet will read the contents of file line by line and will insert the data into the “event_value” table of 

the database. Users will be notified about successful insertion of the data into the database. If there is any failure 

in data insertion, the user will be notified about the failure along with the cause of the failure. 
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6.4 QUERYING SIMULATOR DATABASE 

Retrieving the data from the database is one of the important tasks. Since this thesis work was intended to 

investigate the feasibility of using ICAT and databases for storing the stimulator data, not much work has been 

done on developing efficient queries and query optimization. Although there is possibility of developing more 

queries based on the requirements of the scientists/researchers, and this requires further work to be done in this 

area. Thus we have selected a couple of simple queries for retrieving the data from the simulator database. The 

queries will show how data can be retrieved from the simulator database. We have chosen these queries because 

they are very simple and basic for retrieving the data from database. They can also become the base for further 

work that can be done on development of the efficient queries and query optimization. These queries are as 

follows: 

Query 1. Retrieving all values for a particular measurement/ event measurement in a data file. 

Query 2. Calculating average, minimum, maximum value for a particular measurement/ event 

_______measurement in the data file. 

The average query process time for query1 and query2 when executed is 810 ms and 85 ms respectively. The size 

of database will grow when more and more data will be added to it. This will also increase query process time. 

Hence there is need to use proper indexing for the database tables in order to make the queries more efficient.  

After inserting the data for simulation experiments into the simulator database, the researcher can view the data 

by using the basic queries that has been defined as a part of the prototype. The data will be displayed to the 

researchers in the form of an html page. Whenever the researchers want to see the data of any particular datafile, 

they can select that datafile from list of files available and they can proceed next. This is shown in Figure 22 below. 

 

 

Figure 22: Selecting Datafile for querying. 

After selecting the datafile for retrieving the data, the researchers will get the list of measurements that the 

particular datafile have. Now researchers can select any measurement for which they wish to see the data. At that 
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moment, they can also select the type of query they want to run. Now clicking on finish will execute the query. This 

is shown in the Figure 23 & Figure 24 below. 

 

Figure 23: Select measurement for querying. 

 

Figure 24: Query Results 
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6.5 BROWSING EXPERIMENTS IN ICAT DATA PORTAL. 

As we have discussed in Section 2.2.1.2, the Data Portal is a customizable web interface that is used to interact 

with the ICAT and allow the researcher to view the data. We have inserted metadata for few simulators 

experiments into the ICAT. The basic work flow of the Data Portal is shown in Figure 25 below. After successful 

login into the DataPortal, the user can either search for the investigations using the “Keyword Search” view or the 

“Advance Search” view. Both of these views return a list of investigations which are based on what was searched. 

Later, user can click on any particular investigation, which will result in displaying the Datasets and the datafiles 

associated to that investigation. 

 

Goto Data Portal Login

Keyword 

Search

Advance 

Search

Investigations
Datasets and 

Datafiles
Logon

DoKeywordSearch

DoAdvanceSearch

ViewData

 

Figure 25: Basic Data Portal Workflow. 

 

 

 The Data Portal user interface has following main views. 

 Search 

o Keyword Search 

o Advance Search 

 Result 

o Investigations 

o Datasets and Datafiles 

6.5.1 SEARCH 

After logging into the ICAT data portal, the user is taken to the ‘My Data Search’ page, which shows all the 

investigations that are associated with the investigator. The user can also search for different experiments 

conducted by other researchers by using the search function provided by Data Portal. There are different ways to 

search for an experiment. The user can search by using “Keyword Search”. There is an advance search option 

available as well which allow users to search experiments in many different ways such as search by Investigation, 

Investigation Abstract, Investigator, data file name, Start/Stop date, investigation type and instrument. The 

screenshot of the advance search is shown in Figure 26. However, it is not possible to search experiments on the 

basis of measurements, which is one limitation of the ICAT Data Portal. 
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Figure 26: Advance Search in Data Portal 
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6.5.2 SEARCH RESULTS 

This view returns the result of any keyword that were searched using the ‘keyword search’ function. We have used 

the “keyword search” with the keyword “CarSim” as a search parameter to show the result of a search. A 

successful search will display a list of investigations which have the keyword ”CarSIm”, as shown in Figure 27. It 

also displays information such as investigation type, investigator and investigation date to the users.  

 

 

Figure 27: Advance Search Results. 
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Clicking on any investigation will display a list of all datasets for the investigation to user. This is shown in Figure 

28.  You can see in the figure that three datasets that are associated with the investigation “Exjobb Exec” are 

displayed along with their metadata such as name, status, type and description.  

 

Figure 28: Datasets in Data Portal. 
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Clicking on any of the dataset will list all datafiles associated with that particular dataset as shown in the Figure 29. 

Here, you can see that the different metadata associated with the datafile is shown to the user. This metadata 

include for instance size, file format and create time etc. 

 

Figure 29: Datafiles in Data Portal 
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The user can expand each datafiles to see what parameters the datafile contains. This is shown in the Figure 30. As 

you can see in the figure that the different parameters such as basic parameters, gear number, speed and so on 

are the parameters that were associated with the ‘ExecExjobb Datafile 1’. It also shows their unit as well. It should 

be noted that the ICAT data portal is not able to differentiate between different types of parameters such as Event 

parameters or single parameters. This is also one of the limitations of the ICAT data portal.  

 

Figure 30: Parameters in Data Portal. 
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CHAPTER 7 RESULTS 

This chapter describes the performance of the prototype that has been developed for storing and retrieving 

simulator metadata and experimental data. We have tested our prototype by inserting metadata and the simulator 

data about two simulator experiments. In the following sections, we will describe how much time it takes to insert 

metadata and simulator data for an experiment. Later we will discuss the data retrieval time from the ICAT and the 

simulator database. The chapter ends with discussion about how much data will be added in a real application and 

we will judge the performance of the prototype. All insertion and data retrieval has been carried out under 

Microsoft Windows 7.  The machine used is a 64-bit machine which has Intel Core i3 processor of 2.13 GHz and 2 

GB RAM. ICAT, the database servers and the web server has been installed on same machine. 

7.1 DATA INSERTION 

As we know there are two types of data insertion for our developed prototype; the metadata insertion and the 

simulation data insertion. There are three types of metadata insertion for a simulation experiment i.e. metadata 

for the investigation, metadata for the datasets and metadata for the datafiles. TheTable 1 shows the insertion 

time for each of them. 

Metadata type Insertion Time (ms) 

Metadata for investigation. 3000 

Metadata for Dataset. 3479 

Metadata for datafile. 4275 

Table 1: Metadata insertion time for simulation experiments. 

Data insertion for the simulation experiments is basically insertion of basic, single and event parameter files into 

the simulator database. On average each datafile consisted of fifty thousand rows. The number of columns of each 

datafile depends upon the type of file. For example a basic parameter file has fifteen columns, single parameter 

file may have two columns and the event parameter file may have three columns. We have inserted the data from 

ten basic parameter files, fifteen event parameter files and ten single parameter files. Table 2 shows the insertion 

time for each of these files. 

Datafile Insertion Time (Seconds) 

Basic Parameters file. 51.4 

Single Parameter file. 38.6 

Event Parameter file 58.4 

Table 2: Insertion time for datafiles. 
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7.2 DATA RETRIEVAL 

 As discussed in Section 6.4 we have developed few queries to retrieve the data from the simulator database. Table 

3 shows data retrieval time for different queries. First column shows the query’s number. The query itself is shown 

in second column. The third column shows the type of parameter that has been queried. The forth column shows 

the time it takes to retrieve data. 

# Query Parameter 

Type 

Time 

(ms) 

1 All values for a particular parameter in the basic_values table for a particular 

datafile 

 

Basic 820 

2 All values for a particular parameter in the measurement_value table for a 

particular datafile 

 

Single 908 

3 All values for a particular parameter in the event_values table for a particular 

datafile 

 

Event 1002 

4 Average of all  the  values for a particular parameter in the basic_values table for a 

particular datafile 

 

Basic 84 

5 Average of all the values for a particular parameter in the measurement_value 

table for a particular datafile 

 

Single 101 

6 Average of all the values for a particular parameter in the Event_values table for a 

particular datafile 

 

Event 315 

Table 3: Data Retrieval time for Different Queries. 
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7.3 DISCUSSION 

Previous sections have showed that on average it takes 3600 ms to insert the metadata for simulation 

experiments. Most of this time is taken by the ICAT for the authentication of the XML files that contains the 

metadata. If metadata have to be inserted only into the simulator database, it would have taken much less time. 

Also, we have tested performance on a machine which has all servers installed. If we have dedicated machines for 

ICAT, the database server and the web server, then insertion time for metadata can be reduced. 

Average insertion time for one parameter file is 49.47 seconds. Most of the time spent during insertion is on 

reading the contents of files (line by line) which have around fifty thousand rows (lines) and up to fifteen columns 

and then inserting them in their respective tables. This time can also be reduced by having fast dedicated machine 

for the database server.  

After inserting data for 10 datafiles, it takes 910 ms to retrieve all the data for a parameter from one datafile. This 

retrieval time will increase if more and more data is inserted. Based on the “ljuddesign” and “execexjobb” 

experiments, we assume that there are about forty-five datafiles in one dataset. This means that in real time 

environment, there will be lot of datafiles that have to be inserted into database and there will be lot of datasets 

as well. This will make data retrieval slower and slower. In order to make data retrieval more efficient, there is a 

need of using proper indexing for database tables that are storing the data for different parameters. For example a 

non-clustered index can be created on Datafile_id of basic_values, measurement_values and event_values tables 

which will improve the speed of the data retrieval process. 

There is one disadvantage of the proposed of database architecture. The basic_values table is not flexible enough 

to accommodate any new measurement that can potentially become a measurement which is captured by every 

experiment. This means that it is not possible to add a new measurement to the basic_values table. If such a 

situation appears in the future, then this new measurement has to be treated as a single parameter rather than a 

basic parameter.  This is a drawback of the proposed database design which makes it less flexible. However we 

have to follow this approach since it makes the relationship among the different tables simpler and makes the 

database design less complex and easier to implement. 

We assume that on average, there will be two investigations per month in a real environment.  This means that 

there will be around 200 to 300 datafiles for datasets with each file consisting of thousands of rows. Hence there 

will be quite a lot data to be inserted into the database. With the passage of time, performance of system will be 

reduced. If the prototype is to be implemented on larger scale, there should be dedicated machines for ICAT, 

database server and web server. This will help in slowing the reduction of the performance. Also, query 

optimization, optimizing server performance, updating hardware regularly can help in slowing the performance 

reduction. 

There are few limitations that were found in the ICAT. The Data Portal does not allow searching of experiments on 

the basis of measurements. Since, scientists need to know whether a particular measurement has been used in any 

experiments; there is a need to customize Data Portal so that it can fit the needs of the VTI. Also, ICAT cannot 

differentiate between different kind of parameters such as event parameter or single parameters; there is a need 

to add that functionality to the ICAT as well. But, on the other hand, ICAT is providing all the basic functionalities 

that can form the basis for VTI to choose it as metadata system for browsing experiments. If it is customized 

according to the need of VTI, it can become a very good solution for VTI which will help is reusing the data and 

hence saving VTI’s money and time and resources.  
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSION  & FUTURE WORK  

 

This chapter contains conclusions from the thesis work and provides suggestion for the future work that can be 

done in this area. 

8.1 CONCLUSION 

The aim of this thesis was to investigate whether it is feasible to use the ICAT and databases together for storing 

the simulator data. When the thesis started there was no database for storing the simulator data. So a database 

was created for storing the simulator data. After that a prototype was made to investigate the feasibility of using 

ICAT and database together in which ICAT was used for storing the metadata of experimental data where as 

database was used for storing the actual data. The prototype has shown that it is quite feasible to use ICAT and 

databases together and it can help to make data more understandable to the researchers.  

We have inserted metadata and data for the simulator experiments into ICAT and simulator database respectively 

and found out that it worked out as expected and has made experimental data more understandable. Now all the 

parameters are identified uniquely and have been standardized. Event parameters are also identified uniquely 

now. This has made it possible to query data on the basis of measurements and event. Storing the data into the 

database has made the data accessible centrally to everyone. ICAT and Data portal has made it possible to look 

into contents of the data without even looking at the actual data and hence has made the data more 

understandable and reusable. So far, ICAT is fulfilling the basic needs of VTI, i.e. to be able to explore and browse 

different experiments conducted at VTI. ICAT can be a good choice for fulfilling the VTI’s need if we customize the 

ICAT according to the need of the VTI.   

8.2 FUTURE WORK 

There are several possible directions of continued work from this thesis. In particular we suggest the following 

topics: 

8.2.1 CUSTOMIZING ICAT DATA PORTAL 

As discussed in section 6.5, it is not possible in the ICAT data portal to search experiments on the basis parameters 

and events. Thus a good continuation would be to customize the ICAT data portal according to needs of the VTI. 

This can be done by gathering the requirements from the researchers who are working at VTI. After gathering the 

requirements, a new DataPortal interface can be made which will be based on the requirements that were 

specified earlier by the researchers. Furthermore, a publication system can be linked with DataPortal or as a part 

of the DataPortal. 

8.2.2 DATA RETRIEVAL FROM SIMULATOR DATABASE 

In this thesis work, we have created some basic queries for retrieving the data from the simulator database (as 

discussed in section 6.4).  A good continuation would be to identify the data that researchers need the most and 

develop efficient queries based on the researcher’s requirements. Later more work can be done on query 
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optimization to make the data retrieval more efficient. Another continuation can be to link the data retrieval with 

DataPortal or to make data retrieval as a sub-system of DataPortal.  

8.2.3 MORE EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

This thesis work was focused on dealing with the simulator data. There are many other types of data produced at 

VTI such as Field test data or TA-89 etc and more. Further work can be continued by making databases for other 

types of data and later linking it with the ICAT. This will also require the DataPortal to be customized in such a way 

that it must fulfill need for all other types of data. Furthermore, a single data retrieval interface can be made for all 

types of data produced at the VTI which give make it more user-friendly and will introduce uniformity in the data 

retrieval.    

8.2.4 CODE OPTIMIZATION 

Further work can be done in code optimization of the system. This is help in increasing efficiency of the system and 

will help in running the system with fewer resources. For example, work can be done on making it possible to read 

the data from the datafiles faster. Code optimization will make program smaller, faster and more efficient. 

However, often these optimizations conflict with each other: for example, faster code usually ends up in large size. 

Thus there is also a need to identify which level of optimization can best suited for the VTI. 
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CHAPTER 10 APPENDICES  

 

10.1 DATA DESCRIPTION FROM LJUDDESIGN 

 
<root> 

<group id="1" rate="1"> 
 

<!-- BASIC DATA --> 
      

<timer  type="double"   unit="s" description="Time elapsed since start of experiment"/> 
 

     <ove_odometer type="double"   unit="m"    description="OV driven distance"/> 
 

<ove_position type="opendrive::Position" unit="SI" description="Absolute direction independent values in OVE's 
opendrive::Position class. Enough to recreate all road relative data."/> 
 
<ove_body_velocity type="Vec3" unit="m/s" description="OV body speed (xyz), forward x positive, left y positive, z upwards"/> 
 
<ove_road_velocity type="Road3" unit="m/s2" description="OV road relative speed (s dot, r dot, h dot), left r positive"/> 
 
<ove_body_acceleration type="Vec3" unit="m/s2" description="OV body acceleration (xyz) forward x positive, left y positive, z 
upwards"/> 
 
<steering_wheel_angle type="float" unit="rad"  description="Steering wheel angle. 0 rad = middle point."/> 

     
<throttle type="float" unit="-"  description="Accelerator position 0 - 1. 0 = no pressure, 1 = pressed to bottom"/> 

     <brake_pedal_active type="bool"     unit="-"    description=""/> 
 
     <brake_force type="float"    unit="N"    description="Brake force"/> 
 

<!-- EVENT --> 
<event_id                       type="int"/> 
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   <event_var_1                    type="float"/> 
    <event_var_2                    type="float"/> 
    <event_var_3                    type="float"/> 

  </group>   
 
  <group id="2" rate="50"> 
     <timer        type="double" unit="s"    description="Time elapsed since start of experiment"/> 
 
     <cyl0PosCmd   type="float" unit="bla" description="" /> 
     <cyl1PosCmd   type="float" unit="bla" description="" /> 
     <cyl2PosCmd   type="float" unit="bla" description="" /> 
     <cyl3PosCmd   type="float" unit="bla" description="" /> 
     <cyl4PosCmd   type="float" unit="bla" description="" /> 
     <cyl5PosCmd   type="float" unit="bla" description="" /> 
     <cyl6PosCmd   type="float" unit="bla" description="" /> 
     <cyl7PosCmd   type="float" unit="bla" description="" /> 
 
     <linearAccCmd   type="float" unit="bla" description="" /> 
     <linearVelCmd   type="float" unit="bla" description="" /> 
        <linearPosCmd   type="float" unit="bla" description="" /> 
 
  </group> 

</root> 
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10.2 DATA DESCRIPTION FROM ESCEXJOBB 

 
<root> 
   
<!-- rate is given in Hz --> 
 
  <group id="1" rate="50"> 
     

<timer type="double"   unit="s"     description="Time elapsed since start of experiment"/> 
 
<steering_wheel_angle type="float"    unit="rad"   description="Steering wheel angle. 0 rad = middle point."/> 
 
<throttle type="float"    unit="-"     description="Accelerator position 0 - 1. 0 = no pressure, 1 = pressed to bottom"/> 
 
<unsprung_mass_velocity type="Vec2"     unit="m/s"   description="body speed (xy), forward x positive, left y positive"/> 
 

    <esc_psi_dot_ref type="double"   unit="rad/s" description="Desired yaw velocity"/> 
 
    <unsprung_mass_yaw_velocity     type="double"   unit="rad/s" description="Vehicle yaw velocity"/> 
 
    <esc_beta_ref type="double"   unit="rad"   description="The angle between the OV body speeds"/> 
 
    <esc_control_signal type="double"   unit="-"     description="The ESC control signal"/> 
 
    <esc_active_flag type="int"      unit="-"     description="A flag when esc is active"/> 
 
    <brake_pressure_esc_fl type="float"    unit="Pa"    description="ESC brake pressure front left"/> 
 

<brake_pressure_esc_fr type="float"    unit="Pa"    description="ESC brake pressure front right"/> 
    <brake_pressure_esc_rl type="float"    unit="Pa"    description="ESC brake pressure rear left"/> 
 

<brake_pressure_esc_rr type="float"    unit="Pa"    description="ESC brake pressure rear right"/> 
 
<brake_pressure_esc_fl_desired  type="float"    unit="Pa"    description="ESC desired b.p. front left"/> 
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<brake_pressure_esc_fr_desired  type="float"    unit="Pa"    description="ESC desired b.p. front right"/> 
 

    <brake_pressure_esc_rl_desired  type="float"    unit="Pa"    description="ESC desired b.p. rear left"/> 
 

<brake_pressure_esc_rr_desired  type="float"    unit="Pa"    description="ESC desired b.p. rear right"/> 
 
<gear_number type="int"      unit="-"     description="Gear number. 0 = no gear, 1 - 5 is gear 1 - 5"/> 
 
<clutch  type="float"    unit="-"     description="Clutch position 0 - 1. 0 = no pressure, 1 = pressed to bottom."/> 

     
    <brake_pressure_fl type="float"    unit="Pa"    description="brake pressure front left"/> 
    <brake_pressure_fr type="float"    unit="Pa"    description="brake pressure front right"/> 
    <brake_pressure_rl type="float"    unit="Pa"    description="brake pressure rear left"/> 
    <brake_pressure_rr type="float"    unit="Pa"    description="brake pressure rear right"/> 
     
    <ove_acc type="Vec2"     unit="m/s2"  description="OV body acceleration"/> 
 

<ove_position type="opendrive::Position" unit="SI" description="Absolute direction independent values in OVE's opendrive::Position 
class. Enough to recreate all road relative data."/>   
 

</group> 
 
</root> 
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10.3 LJUDDESIGN DATA 

 

Time Dist s r Speed Lon_acc Lat_acc Stw_angle Trottle Brake_pad_active Brake_force eid e1 e2 e3 

299.00 4793.5 4793.09 
-
1.78 82.9 -0.50 0.20 0.00 0.0000 0 0.0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

300.00 4816.3 4815.86 
-
1.76 81.1 -0.47 0.04 0.01 0.0000 0 0.0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

301.00 4838.6 4838.16 
-
1.78 79.5 -0.42 0.05 0.02 0.0000 0 0.0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

302.00 4860.4 4860.04 
-
1.79 78.0 -0.40 0.03 0.01 0.0000 0 0.0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

303.00 4881.9 4881.52 
-
1.80 76.6 -0.36 0.09 0.03 0.0000 0 0.3 1004 0.0 0.0 0.0 

304.00 4902.8 4902.44 
-
1.76 73.9 -0.63 0.02 -0.01 0.0000 0 0.4 1004 0.0 0.0 0.0 

305.00 4923.0 4922.64 
-
1.72 71.4 -0.89 -0.04 -0.01 0.0000 0 0.7 1004 0.0 0.0 0.0 

306.00 4942.3 4941.90 
-
1.69 67.1 -1.42 -0.03 0.00 0.0000 0 0.9 1004 0.0 0.0 0.0 

307.00 4960.2 4959.80 
-
1.67 61.8 -1.45 0.02 0.02 0.0000 0 1.0 1004 0.0 0.0 0.0 

308.00 4976.7 4976.27 
-
1.64 56.9 -1.22 0.02 0.01 0.0000 0 0.9 1004 0.0 0.0 0.0 

309.00 4991.9 4991.53 
-
1.58 53.5 -0.52 0.00 -0.00 0.0000 0 0.4 1004 0.0 0.0 0.0 

310.00 5006.5 6.10 
-
1.54 51.4 -0.58 0.07 0.09 0.0000 0 0.4 1004 0.0 0.0 0.0 

311.00 5020.5 20.13 
-
1.55 49.8 -0.29 0.19 0.15 0.0000 0 0.2 1004 0.0 0.0 0.0 

312.00 5034.2 33.84 
-
1.58 48.9 -0.25 0.11 0.05 0.0000 0 0.0 1004 0.0 0.0 0.0 

313.00 5047.7 47.28 
-
1.70 47.9 -0.25 0.17 0.13 0.0254 0 0.0 1004 0.0 0.0 0.0 

314.00 5060.9 60.55 
-
1.85 47.8 0.05 0.30 0.19 0.2061 0 0.0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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10.4 ESCEXJOBB DATA 

 
 

Time Stw_ang Throttle Vel_x Vel_y Yaw_rate_ref Yaw_rate Beta_ref 
ESC  
cs 

ESC 
active 

B.P  
ECS 

fl 

B.P  
ECS  
 fr 

B.P  
ECS   
rl 

B.P  
ECS  
rr 

B.P 
 des  
ESC 

fl 

B.P  
des 
 ESC 

fr 

B.P  
des  
ESC 
 rl 

B.P 
 des  
ESC 
 rr 

Gear  
 Clutch S R B P fl BP fr BP rl BP rr Yaw relative road 

1.10 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00227 nan 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.00 0.0 -1.88 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0000 

1.12 0.00 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00227 nan 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.00 0.0 -1.88 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0000 

1.14 0.03 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00102 nan 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.00 0.0 -1.88 1826913.6 1852361.5 1799150.9 1887986.8 0.0000 

1.16 0.03 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00103 nan 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.00 0.0 -1.88 1816745.0 1842941.0 1815483.8 1888492.4 0.0000 

1.18 0.03 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00103 nan 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.00 0.0 -1.88 1827803.9 1842589.8 1804573.9 1901352.4 0.0000 

1.20 0.03 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00103 nan 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.00 0.0 -1.88 1836299.9 1855364.2 1802636.4 1890303.5 0.0000 

1.22 0.03 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00103 nan 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.00 0.0 -1.88 1828236.0 1847139.6 1814935.1 1919844.6 0.0000 

1.24 0.03 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00104 nan 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.00 0.0 -1.88 1824088.1 1848874.0 1817702.1 1882407.8 0.0000 

1.26 0.03 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00104 nan 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.00 0.0 -1.88 1806918.0 1860095.5 1825691.6 1887624.2 0.0000 

1.28 0.03 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00104 nan 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.00 0.0 -1.88 1806266.5 1864811.5 1818327.8 1879943.1 0.0000 

1.30 0.03 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00104 nan 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.00 0.0 -1.88 1826253.0 1856273.5 1819798.1 1896521.2 0.0000 

1.32 0.03 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00104 nan 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.00 0.0 -1.88 1815606.0 1861666.4 1809521.1 1893936.2 0.0000 

1.34 0.03 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00104 nan 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.00 0.0 -1.88 1812354.9 1841353.9 1824293.4 1881353.4 0.0000 

1.36 0.03 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00104 nan 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.00 0.0 -1.88 1820437.5 1847089.4 1801015.4 1880901.8 0.0000 

1.38 0.03 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00104 nan 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.00 0.0 -1.88 1815851.0 1856117.6 1819806.5 1897357.6 0.0000 

1.40 0.03 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00104 nan 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.00 0.0 -1.88 1825609.2 1849475.9 1814500.9 1879116.1 0.0000 

1.42 0.03 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00104 nan 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.00 0.0 -1.88 1813669.2 1846922.4 1806178.0 1884089.9 0.0000 

1.44 0.03 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00104 nan 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.00 0.0 -1.88 1800266.6 1841267.2 1811532.6 1887534.0 0.0000 

1.46 0.03 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00104 nan 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.00 0.0 -1.88 1808870.4 1871433.1 1813652.2 1904317.9 0.0000 

1.48 0.03 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00104 nan 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.00 0.0 -1.88 1828662.5 1837648.4 1816776.4 1906560.5 0.0000 

1.50 0.03 0.00 0.0000 0.0000 0.00000 0.00000 -0.00104 nan 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0.00 0.0 -1.88 1806834.2 1848957.5 1809447.9 1900420.6 0.0000 
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